End the 67' Occupation!

10.6 Neve Shalom - Wahat al-Salam Amphitheater

50 years since the 1967 occupation: no more! Time to end this half century of oppression, violence and war.

Be here on June 10th to declare: "Fifty - OUT!"

Main Event 20:00

Speakers:
- Former Palestinian FM and Chief Negotiator, Dr. Nabil Shaath
- Meretz Chair Zahava Gal-On
- Joint List Chair Ayman Odeh
- Gideon Levy
- Orly Noy
- and others

Artists:
- Amal Murkus
- Tamer Nafar
- Rotem Bar Or (The Angelcy)
- Jonathan Shapira
- DJ Ramzi

Art in the Village

Starting from 14:00: Art and photography exhibitions, film screenings, A virtual tour of the Occupied Territories, workshops on non-violent struggle and home hospitality with village residents for groups of guests.

March along the Green Line

Led by MachsomWatch. Beginning from Latrun Monastery at 17:00 Register and Contribute to the March

After 50 years of Occupation Israel continues to expand settlements, controls all the crossings. Palestine is moving further away from its dream of independence, and Israeli society is moving further away from peace and security.

The voice of peace must be heard. Our voice is still clear and correct and this is our opportunity.

Every person living in the region deserves peace, equality and justice.

Organizing Committee: Neve Shalom - Wahat al-Salam & MachsomWatch. Production: Tama Weiss

* To those who are fasting: An Iftar meal will be available at food stalls at the site.

To confirm arrival and registration for transportation to the event (20:00) click here

For more information and to contact the Wahat al-Salam – Neve Shalom offices: 02-9912222 | 050-757-9600 | 02-9991736

Links: 50 OUT School for Peace Wahat al-Salam - Neve Shalom